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Preventive
maintenance
shouldn’t be a
mystery. But if
it is, call me.

For
MORE
Max, se
e
Pages
27-34

Ownership of the Vehicle
NO! I don’t
wANna let
you go!

listen, I’m
glad you’re
taking ownership of me…

… but I think
you’re taking it a
little tOo far.

P

reventive maintenance is the regular,
routine maintenance that keeps your unit’s
equipment up and running. it prevents
unplanned downtime and expensive repair
costs from equipment failure.
Bet you’re nodding your head and
thinking, “No news there.”
But there’s a growing problem in motor
pools across the Army. PMCS is becoming
nothing more than a ripple in the ocean,
especially on low-density equipment.

lack of PMCS
is neglect.
in NCOspeak, it’s
lack of
attention
to detail.

Why?
Because way too many operators don’t
take ownership of their equipment.
That’s despite the fact that equipment
performance depends on them.
That’s where you NCOs come in. Make it
a habit to walk around the motor pool
on Maintenance Mondays or during
After Operation Maintenance (AOM).
Correct a few faults they’ve missed
and they’ll learn fast that PMCS is
their duty.

PS 795
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Sergeants need to
know and show the
standard and ensure
their Soldiers live
up to it.
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M1-Series Tanks…

Recoil System PM Done Right
We got a
fire mission
tomorrow,
buddy!

Better do
some PM on my
recoil system
first!

Dear Editor,
We recently had an inexperienced crew get rattled because their M1A2 tank’s
gun tube started shaking during a live-fire exercise. Turns out, they didn’t do
proper PMCS and the recoil system had air in it.
Keeping air out of the system is an important part of keeping your tank
combat ready. Same goes with making sure the replenisher has enough fluid.
Just like it says in the -10 TM, here’s what you need to do anytime the
replenisher has been changed for maintenance or just before firing:

Replenisher Level
1. Park the tank on level ground and raise the gun tube to max elevation.
2. Make sure you’re wearing long
sleeves (rolled down), rubber gloves,
goggles and a faceshield. FRH
contains a chemical that can cause
paralysis if it’s taken orally. FRH
can also be absorbed through the
skin, so wash thoroughly with soap
and water if you get any on you.
3. Disconnect the hose from the
plug on the top right side of the
replenisher reservoir.
4. Uncoil the hose by sliding it out of
the six retaining clips around the
outside of the replenisher.
5. Extend the hose through the loader’s hatch.
6. Put the small BII funnel, NSN 7240-00-404-9793, in the hose and slowly
add FRH, NSN 9150-00-111-6256, until the fluid level reaches the MIN LEVEL
mark on the replenisher.
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7. Remove the funnel, slide the hose back through the retaining clips and
reattach it to the plug on top of the replenisher.
If the fluid level in the replenisher keeps moving down over time, report it. You
could have a Class III leak.

Bleed Recoil System
If there’s air in the system, the replenisher could give you a false reading. The
level may look good when it’s actually low.
Bleed the system prior to firing exercises and every time the system is drained
and refilled. Here’s how:

1. Make sure you’re wearing long sleeves, gloves, goggles and a face shield for
protection.
2. Elevate the main gun to maximum elevation with the hydraulic pump handle
and check the replenisher to make sure it’s full. Add hydraulic fluid if it’s
needed.
3. With turret power off and
the system hydraulic pressure
reduced to zero, manually depress
the gun tube just below level.
4. Loosen, but don’t remove, the
bleed plug below the gun mount.
5. Allow all the air to escape until
you see FRH starting to ooze
from around the bleed plug.
6. Retighten the bleed plug. Wipe
off any FRH with a rag and
dispose of it properly.
7. Recheck the replenisher reservoir.
Add more FRH if needed.
		
		
SSG Mike Porter
		
Ft Hood, TX

Editor’s note: Thanks for the
info, Staff Sergeant Porter!

Keeping my recoil
system working keeps
me combat ready!

M1-Series
Tanks…

V-Packs Critical in
Protecting Engine
h!}
{co ug
!}
{C Ou gH

}
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}
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{ c ough!} ugh!}
{
{ co

sounds liKe your
V-packs aren’t
doing their job!

Koff!}

Dear Editor,
If you’ve ever seen an M1-series tank engine that’s been destroyed by dirt
or other foreign debris, you know how important it is to make sure the air
going into the engine is free of anything that could cause damage.
A big part of protecting the engine is making sure the V-packs are clean and
serviceable. Keep in mind that every time the V-packs are removed, the seals
might not seal properly and dirt and other debris can get inside the engine, so
don’t remove them needlessly.
Since a pulse jet system (PJS) routinely keeps the V-packs clean, the
V-packs don’t need to be removed until semiannual services.
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During services, they’ll be removed, blown out and weighed. If they’re within the
weight limits listed in the TM, they’ll be reinstalled. If not, they’ll be replaced.
Mechanics, take a little extra time during semiannual services to look closely
for measurable tears, breaks or holes in the filter element’s fibers. Then look
for any damage to the element’s bead that would prevent a snug fit between
the element and the air box seal.

Check V-packs for tears, breaks
or holes in filter element

Check for damage
to element’s bead

Use a black marker to label
the filters L, C, and R (left,
center and right) so you
can put them back into the
same slots after cleaning.

If the V-packs are
put back in a different
sequence, they won’t
line up with the original
compression points on
the air plenum box seal.
That leaves gaps in the
seal and allows dirt to
get to the engine.
CW3 Steven Page
Ft Hood, TX

Thanks,
Chief Page!
This should
help keep
those tanks
breathing
easy.

M2/M3 Series
Series Bradleys,
Bradleys, MLRS…
MLRS…
M2/M3
oh,
m-man!

I-I’m
aLl…

…sHoOk
uh-Up…

…sh-shOcK
Pm!

…due t-tO
p-pOor…

Don’t Overlook shock pm!
Dear Editor,
I see a lot of Bradley and MLRS crewmen overlooking their vehicle’s
shock absorbers after a mission. Bad idea! Like it says in the -10 TM, shock
absorbers need a good once-over after every operation.
Here’s how to make sure you aren’t shocked by bad shock absorber PM:

• Shock absorbers that are

Carefully check
shocks for heat

doing their job generate heat
during operation. If any of
the shocks are cool or only
slightly warm to the touch,
tell your mechanic. Careful,
though. Shocks in good
working order generate a lot
of heat and can burn you!

• Feel the shock

absorber mounts and
bushings. They should
be nice and tight. Let
your mechanic know
about any loose ones.

Check mounts and bushings for looseness

• Eyeball the shock
absorbers for
oil leaks. Report
any leaks.

PS 795
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leaks here
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• From the front of the vehicle,

look straight down the track
line at the shock absorbers.
Checking from that angle makes
it easy to find bent or broken
shocks. Tell your mechanic
about any shock absorbers that
aren’t straight.

		

Report
bent shocks

SGT Miguel Rodriguez
Ft Carson, CO

Editor’s note: Sergeant Rodriguez, hopefully your tips
will shock some crews into doing shock absorber PM!

M113-Series FOV…

Well, your

PM’s all done
for the day

now Hold on! How ‘bout ya give
my smoke grenade launcher tube
covers a little attention?

Brush Up
On Dust
Cover PM
Crewmen, take a little extra
time during PMCS and give the
dust covers on your M113 carrier’s
smoke grenade launcher tubes a
good eyeballing.

Inspect
smoke
grenade
launcher
dust
covers
closely...

While you’re at it,
make sure the smoke
grenade launcher
tubes are free of any
dirt or other debris.

The covers should be in good
shape, with no tears or holes.
if you find an unserviceable
cover, order a new one with
NSN 5340-01-095-0297.

...for
tears or
holes

Use a pipe cleaner to
clean the drain hole
in the bottom of each
tube, just like it says
in the -10 TM.

Then loosen and
push out any
remaining dirt or
debris through the
drain holes.

M119A2 Towed Howitzer…

Avoid Nasty Spring Surprise
Take it easy, pal!
See ya when it’s time
for our next fire
mission!

Maybe you
oughta store
me right so my
springs don’t
get sprung!

Crewmen,
storing your

M119A2 towed
howitzer in
the travellock position
could
damage the
equilibrator
springs.

The springs, NSN 536001-465-3964 and
NSN 5360-01-466-4057,
can be damaged from
the stress of being
compressed for long
periods of time.
Both springs together
cost more than $1,900.
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Don’t

store your howitzer in
the travel-lock position.

instead, keep the cannon tube
at its maximum elevation…
…and make sure the run-back
stop is installed, just like it
says in the -10 TM.
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M88-Series
Recovery
Vehicles…

Don’t let this happen
to you... get the torque
right when mounting
transmission oil filters!

Get Oil
Filter Torque
Just Right
Mechanics,
there have been
several engine
fires recently
involving M88series recovery
vehicles.

if you don’t get the
torque just right when
installing the filter,
the oil filter housing
gasket can fail. Then
transmission fluid
sprays on the turbos.

Just like the TM says,
torque the transmission
oil filter mounting
bolts to 25-31 lb-ft.
Be sure to torque them
in the proper numerical
sequence shown below.

Next thing you know, you
have an engine fire!

Transmission oil
filter gasket can
blow if bolts
are improperly
torqued

11
7

8

1

4

3

2

5

6
9
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Properly
installed
transmission oil
filters might
have prevented
some of these
fires.

Before installing
a new filter, make
sure none of
the old gasket
remains. And
never use any
type of RTV!
it acts as a
lubricant and
could cause the
gasket to blow.
Remove as much
of the old
transmission oil
from the mounting
bolt holes as
possible to allow
the proper torque
on the bolts.
Finally, make
sure you’re using
a torque wrench
that’s correctly
calibrated.
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PLS…

Cold Weather Caution
Old Man
Winter is at
it again.

Doesn’t
matter to
me. I’ve been
winterized!

As Old Man Winter wreaks havoc with freezing
temps this season, your Palletized Loading
System (PLS) trucks need extra care to
withstand the cold.

Even if you’ve read it
before, do a quick
refresher by reading
the section on cold
weather maintenance
for your PLS model:

Model

Harsh weather really
stresses vehicles, but
the IETM Work Packages
have you covered.

IETM

TM

M1074
9-2320-364-10-1, 9-2320-364-13&P (EM 0206),
& M1075
WP 0069
WP 0010-25 & 26
M1074A1
9-2320-319-10-1, 9-2320-319-13&P (EM 0298),
& M1075A1
WP 0051
WP 0100-03 & 0010-26

Winter Resources
These
additional
pubs also
provide
helpful
info for
servicing
vehicles
in winter
weather:
What
would
we do
without
you TMs?

• TM 4-33.31, Cold Weather Maintenance Operations (Feb 17)
• ATP 390.97, Mountain Warfare and Cold Weather Operations
(Apr 16)

• TC 21-305-20, Manual for the Wheeled Vehicle Operator (Jan 16)
• TB 750-651, Use of Antifreeze Multi-Engine Type Cleaning
Compounds and Test Kit in Engine Cooling Systems (Sep 06)

• TM 750-254, Cooling Systems: Tactical Vehicles (Mar 72)
Yep, you
can’t live
without us!

Online or paper,
we’re here when
you need us.

At your
service,
ma’am!

Ether and Engines: A Dangerous No-No for PLS
PLS trucks
are all-weather,
all-terrain.

we can’t
streSs this
enough…

That’s why they have
built-in ether starting aids
for cold weather.

Follow the TM
procedures for
using the ether
starting aid!

We don’t need
any ether
spray!

And don’t get
any crazy ideas
about external
ether spray.
it’s definitely
not authorized!

Ether actually burns hotter than JP8 and
diesel. That means you can seriously damage
your pls engine if you spray it with ether!
Cracked pistons, fractured cylinder sleeves, bent
connecting rods and ruined cylinder heads are
just a few of the repairs you’ll be making on your
toasted engine after cooking it with ether spray.
Even worse, ether is extremely flammable and can
ignite at lower temperatures than you might expect.
This puts you and your vehicle at risk of fire or
explosion when using external spray ether.

it’s just not worth it.

PS 795
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M984 HEMTT, M1089 FMTV Wreckers…

Towing Troubles Trigger Tm Transitions
CW2 Jeffrey Miller wrote us
about this towing problem, starting
with the prep instructions in the
towed vehicle’s -10 TM. Those steps
are correct.

For the M1089 FMTV Wrecker, that
would be TM 9-2320-334-10-1.

so refer to the wrecker’s
manual for instructions on how
to connect the vehicle.

But with the M984 HEMTT
Wrecker, it’s confusing
because certain models
are actually older than
some vehicles they tow!

PS 795

it’s true. Our TMs were
written before some
vehicles were invented…
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…so they don’t contain towing
instructions for all vehicles. But
that doesn’t mean we’re old!

With age
comes
wisdom.
I should
know!

You’ll only find towing procedures for

FMTV/LTAs vehicles in the M984A4’s manual.
The TMs for the M984A1 and A2 models
don’t say anything about towing FMTVs.

Some units interpret that to
mean you can’t tow FMTV/LTAs
vehicles with the M984A1 or A2
wreckers. That’s not true.

These older TMs are now being updated to include towing procedures for
FMTV/LTAS. in the meantime, use the same FMTV/LTAS towing procedures
listed for the M984A4 in TM 9-2320-421-10-1 and IETM EM 0289.
You’ll also need to order
the parts in this chart. That’s
because all M984 HEMTT
wreckers use the same towing
device, which requires these
additional parts for towing
FMTV/LTAs vehicles:

Item

NSN

Shoulder pin
Sleeve spacer
Straight pin

5315-01-613-1461
5365-01-613-2392
5315-01-215-7505

Find more
info in

TACOM MA
16-009:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA16-009.html

Towing Tools: Multi-Use Adapters
Both the M984 HEMTT and the M1089 FMTV wreckers made by BAE and
oshkosh use the multi-use adapter (MUA) system to tow vehicles,
but the MUAs are not interchangeable.

MUA for M984 HEMTT
Wrecker

MUA for
M1089 FMTV
BAE Wrecker

MUA for
M1089 FMTV
Oshkosh Wrecker

Don’t get them confused! The M1089 MUA has a square-shaped cross tube. The
M984 MUA is a cylindrical cross tube. Each one requires a left and a right MUA.

Use this
handy
chart to
order the
correct
MUA s:

Wrecker

Left “roadside”
MUA NSN

M984 HEMTT
5340-01-516-2058
M1089 FMTV BAE
4910-01-434-6818
M1089 FMTV Oshkosh 2590-01-614-6050

Right “curbside”
MUA NSN
5340-01-516-2059
5340-01-372-0948
3040-01-614-5746

HMMWVs…

Shine On with LEDs

Y’know, they put
one new headlight
in, but… this doesn’t
seem quite right.

it’s not right!
you can’t mix LED
and incandescent
headlights!

now headlights
and brakelights,
that’s a different
story. it’s OK to
mix those!

Dear Half-Mast,
If one incandescent light goes out on a HMMWV, can an LED bulb be
used to replace it, assuming all lights are ordered using NSNs/part numbers
out of the appropriate TMs for the vehicles?
								SGT N.D.

Dear Sergeant,
When it comes to mixing and matching incandescent and LED lights on
HMMWVs, the left and right sides of the vehicle should always be symmetrical.
Right and left headlights should match. Right and left brake lights should match.
However, the brake lights can be LED while the headlights are incandescent, or
vice versa.
If replacing an
incandescent light
with an LED, the
corresponding
light on the
other side of the
HMMWV should
also be replaced
with an LED.

Left side LED
headlight
must match
with...
...a right side
LED headlight

By the way, NSN 6220-01-600-5069 for the HMMWV LED
headlight assembly hasn’t made it into the IETM yet, so save it
for future reference!

PS 795
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FMTV
A1P2…

SIMPLE LATCH SAVES CASH!
Later, guys!
All I needed was
a window latch!

seriously?!
why aM I Waiting
for An expensive
windOW?

forget this!
juST ORder the
Latch and NOt a
window!

The latch isn’t
called out in
the TM, so units
are ordering
the whole
window.

Alert
readers in
two states
recently
notified
us about
problems
getting
replacement
latches for

That costs
more than $200,
plus labor to
replace the
window!

FMTV A1P2
windows.

Save your unit money
and headaches by
making a note of the
NSN until the tM is
updated.

But there’s a MUCH
cheaper solution!
Order NSN 254001-654-7991 to get a
single window latch
for only $42!

PS 795

Then no one makes
the mistake of
ordering a costly
window just to
replace a broken
latch!
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HMEE-1…

Backhoe’s Beggin’
for lube!
Please
give me
some
lube.

Please,
please,
pretty
please!!

Maintenance neglect has become a real problem for the backhoes on the HMEE-1

excavator. These vehicles often sit for weeks or months at a time. Even when they’re
used regularly, the backhoe’s lube points are often overlooked or ignored.
And when that happens, the backhoe
bucket’s pivot pins rust in place. That
causes frozen bucket pins, busted pin
ears and broken pin-stop pins. Bottom
line is a backhoe bucket assembly that
won’t do the job.

Take a good look at the HMEE-1’s
backhoe. Notice any lube points with
CARC paint overspray on the grease
fitting? That’s a sure sign the grease
fitting was never lubed!
Paint overspray
on lube fitting?

No lube breaks pin ears…

...and bends
pin stops

PS 795

If so,
replace it
and lube
ASAP
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And if you see a fitting with globs of grease
all around it, the fitting is either clogged or
not being lubed properly. Wipe away the
excess and try again. If grease still won’t go
in the fitting, notify your mechanic.

Excess grease could
mean clogged fitting

it all
comes down
to this…

Make sure all the lube points listed in TM 5-2420-232-10 (Jul 07) get
attention. And if you’re using the operator’s manual in TM 5-2420-232-13&P
in IETM EM 0330 (Feb 13), note that the lube instructions aren’t included
with the PMCS.
instead, you’ll find them listed under Maintenance Procedures.

HMEE-1…

Lay the backhoe
bucket flat on the
ground to keep
water out.

Give
Bucket
a
Break
o

perators, make it
a point to lower the
backhoe bucket so it’s
flat on the ground when
you park your HMEE-1
excavator.
Resting the bucket takes
weight off the lift
cylinder and keeps water
from pooling inside.
Water that sits in the
bucket causes rust. in the
winter, it freezes and
splits welds.

M1270 MMPV…

BaCkward Loading
Damages Robot Arm!
DANGER, WILL
ROBINSON,
DANGER!

if Talon robots
could talk,
they’d say
the same thing
when driven
backwards into
the MMPV.

Driving or loading the
robot backwards into the

if the Arm Touches thE RDS
back waLl, all the shock and
Vibration transfers to the aRm.
But it Can’t take that punishment.

MMPV’s robot deployment
system (RDS) can seriousLY
damage the robot’s arm.

The
solution?
Only drive
or load
the Talon
forward,
never
backwards,
into the
RDS.

PS 795

ALSO, MAKE
SURE THE TWO
TRACK CUPS ON
THE LOWER HALF
OF THE RDS ARE
ADJUSTED TO
PREVENT THE ARM
FROM TOUCHING
THE WALL.
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Here’s how:
1.

Remove the robot from the RDS.

2.

Open the RDS so that its lower
half is positioned parallel to level
ground below it. That stops the
track cups from sliding back and
forth.

3.

Locate the two adjustable track
cups on the lower half of the
RDS.

4.

Using the adjustable wrench
from your BII, loosen and
remove the two nuts located
on each adjustable cup (total
of four nuts).

5.

With the nuts removed, manually
adjust the two track cups by
pushing them away from the rear
of the truck. You’ll know they’re
in the correct position when both
cups are at the maximum allowable
space along the slotted holes.
Make sure both track cups are in
alignment with each other.

6.

Tighten the track cups in their
new position using the four nuts
removed in Step 4.

Loosen both nuts to
re-position track cups

Adjust
track cups to
max allowable
position

But until the TM
is updated, save
these step-by-step
instructions and
use them as your
checklist.

Updates to

TM 9-2355435-10 will
include monthly
inspections of
the track cups,
along with
before-operation
PMCS before
mission checks.

For more information, check out TACOM Maintenance Action message 18-011:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA18-011.html

PS 795
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Watercraft…
Here’s what you need to
know about the latesT…

Update
to DA PAM
750-8!
Vessel operators
and maintainers,

listen up!
An update to Section 6-2
in Chapter 6, Watercraft
Processes, Forms
and Records, of DA PAM
750-8 is in the works.
but there’s no need
to wait. Here’s a
paraphrase of what
the update says:

6-2. Records of use, including vessel logbooks,
in Global Combat Support System-Army (GCSS-A)
ensures units capture maintenance man-hours,
parts or supply demands, work orders, and usage
data on the vessel. This data will be used to
capture and track maintenance hours and usage.
a. To capture this data, the vessel operator or
maintainer will dispatch vessel(s) and input data in
the appropriate fields within GCSS-A.
b. Dispatching will happen, even for routine
maintenance, where underway time is not required.
c. Instructions for dispatch procedures refer to
the GCSS-A End User’s Manual and unit SOPs.

M1231 Husky…

WHAT’S THE AIR DRYER INTERVAL?
Dear Half-Mast,
air dryer
How often does the
ed on
lac
rep
be
to
e
filter hav
355-316-23the Husky? TM 9-2
Jul 14) lists
3 (Nov 10, w/Ch 2,
replacement
it as a mandatory
chart says
item and the PMCS
C if the
NM
is
ent
ipm
equ
the
lacement
rep
its
t
pas
is
er
filt
date.
er due for
So when is the filt
?		
replacement
Mr. D.H.G.

Install air dryer filter hand-tight

Dear Sir,
According to the manufacturer, the recommended change interval for the air dryer
is one to two years. So your best bet is to change it annually.
The interval will be added in the next update to the TM.
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H-60 Aircraft…

Different
Different

Bolt
Bolt Heads
Heads

OK!
OK!

Don’t worRy about the
different bolt heads
for the tail rotor
retention plates. YoU’re
OK to use them Both.

Mechanics, when
you order bolts
for securing the
h-60’s tail rotor
retention plate, you
may get different
bolt head designs.

Don’t worry.

One bolt head has
an internal relief
hole, while the
other bolts don’t.
Turns out, the relief
hole is cosmetic, so
all the bolts are OK
to use.

The bolts listed here have
all been deemed OK for
securing the tail rotor
retention plate:

Aviation Maintenance Information Message

(MIM) H-60-MIM-1 7-003 has all the details:

PS 795
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NSN 5306-

PN

01-093-5096
01-093-5095
01-117-7398

70101-11209-101
70101-11209-102
70101-11209-103

https://asmprd.redstone.army.mil
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CH-47F…

Another Towing
Option for
Chinook

even if you have
the single axle
wheel tow bar,
this two-wheel
bar really
gets the job
done and makes
towing a little
easier.

Mechanics, if your unit still has the Chinook’s old single axle/wheel tow bar,
you have to rotate the left rear wheel 120 degrees before hookup. That’s
to keep the landing gear from snapping during towing.
Page 37 of PS 662 (Jan 08) had the complete scoop:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2008/662/662-37.pdf

But if you have the newer, two-wheel tow bar,

NSN 1730-01-562-4023, which attaches to both aft
wheels, towing your Chinook is a whole lot easier.
With the tow bar attached to both wheels, you
don’t have to rotate the aft left wheel.

The two-wheel tow bar keeps both wheels aligned during ground handling
and helps prevent damage to the wheels, spindle and landing gear.
The tow bar turns both aft landing gears during a turn.
The tow bar has a commercial operator and maintenance manual,
so make sure you refer to it when operating the tow bar.

Need a copy? Send an email to: usarmy.redstone.asc.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
Note that this tow bar is listed as a part of the special tools and
test equipment (STTE) and peculiar ground support equipment (PGSE),
LIN T59439 in TB 1-1520-271-20-01.
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if you have
problems
with the tow
bar or its
components,
don’t try
to make a
repair.

Tow Bar, NSN 1730-01-562-4023

instead,
replace the
broken part
from this
list…

Item

Part

PN

Qty

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Yoke assembly
Arm assembly
Leg assembly
Leg assembly
Pin assembly
Tow bar assembly
Non-locking caster wheel
Locking pin assembly
Pin
Hitch pin
Hex bolt-UNC (regular thread-inch)
Washer A
Hex nut
Hex nut
Washer A
Hex bolt-UNC (regular thread-inch)
Hex bolt-UNC (regular thread-inch)
Hinge
Hex bolt-UNC (regular thread-inch)
Hex nut

HT47-01-00A
HT47-03-00
HT47-04-00
HT47-05-00
HT47-02-00
HT-647A
1080-520Z
90222A112
HT47-02-15
HITCH pin 3/4
647-B-.313-24-1.00
647-W-.313-SAE
647-LN-313-24
647-LN-.375-24
647-W-.375-SAE
647-B-.375-24-1.50
647-B-.375-24-1.50
90170A650
647-B-.250-20-2.00
647-LN-.250-20

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
8
4
8
16
4
4
2
1
1

11

8

4

3

13

10

5

16

12

9

2

19

17

15

20
1

14
6

14
7

4

For all the parts you need, contact the manufacturer,
Brackett Aircraft, at (928) 757-4005. Their website is:

http://www.brackettaircraft.com/
Or you can order on a DD Form 1348-6 using
the part number and CAGE 56833.

AH-64 Series…
directional
control of
your aircraft is
important,
so keep the
probes covered
to prevent
clogging when
your aircraft
isn’t in use.

Where
Where
is
is Your
Your
AirCraft
AirCraft
Heading?
Heading?

When your Apache flies through a whirlwind of sand, a clean helicopter air data system

(HADS) probe will get you where you’re going.
The HADS probe gives readings on air speed and directional control, so a clogged
probe will leave you flying blind. Your aircraft will be like Dorothy’s house: caught in a
whirlwind heading to the Land of Oz.
The solution is to keep the HADS probes clean and cover them whenever the aircraft
isn’t flying.
Note that the Apache headshed will be issuing new information about improved
HADS covers for the probes. There will be an initial free issue of two per aircraft
for both D and E model Apaches through the Performance Based Logistics windows.
After the free issue, the new HADS covers will come through DLA with NSN 156101-659-2716.
Keeping the HADS probes covered will
reduce your maintenance time and decrease
Orient probe first…
the number of probes that get turned in for
repair. So when you’re issued the improved
covers, use them like this:
1. Rotate the HADS so the fins are near the
probe body at the six o’clock position and
the probe head is facing outboard.
2. Slide the cover over the probe head first.
Continue to pull the cover over the probe to
cover the temp sensor on top and the fins
that are still at the six o’clock position.

…then slide cover over probe

3. Make sure the probe head is completely
seated at the end of the cover. Then fully
seal the Velcro flap to create a tight seal
around the HADS support arm.

PS 795
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I know
exactly where
I’m going!

My probes
were cleaned
and covered.

H-60/AH-64 Engines…

Pay Attention
to Engine Oil
Change

headS Up!
When Doing
Engine Checks,
Pay cLose
AtTentiON to
the caUtion
in the enGine
manual.

M

echanics, when
you’re working on the
Black Hawk and Apache
engines, pay close
attention to the
caution in WP 0109,
Operational Checks
(Engine Testing: Engine
installed in Aircraft ) in
TM 1-2840-248-23&P on
IETM eM 0271 (Jun 17).

There’s an
important change in
the fifth caution.

Don’t operate the engine when it needs more
than 1.5 quarts of oil to bring the level to the
ADD line of the sight glass during a single oil
service or the engine bearings may be damaged.
The previous edition of the TM said 3.5 quarts oil are
needed to bring the level to the FULL line. Keep this
in mind so you have enough engine oil to operate your
h-60 and AH-64 aircraft engine.

And
check out
all the other
changes marked
by a change
bar in the left
column of
the TM.

UH-60 Series…

Turn in
Parts for
Repair
to Avoid
Shortages!
if you
have any of
the following
equipment in
your shop
area, turn
them in

Getting the parts you
need to maintain your
aircraft means you must
return unserviceable
equipment for repair.

if a piece of equipment has a container, use it to ship
the component to avoid unnecessary damage.
Make a note that unserviceable parts are being
scrapped at a high rate, so take care of them.
They’re fragile. The other parts have low return
rates, so get them in.

now.

Aircraft

Item

UH-60M
UH-60M

Right hand stabilator
Left hand stabilator
UH-60A/L/M Auxiliary valve assembly
Shipping container
UH-60A/L/M Hydraulic pumping unit
Hydraulic accumulator
UH-60A/L/M Shipping container
UH-60A/L

Horizontal stabilator
UH-60A/L/M Hydraulic servo valve
Shipping container
Stabilizer fitting
UH-60A/L
assembly
Hydraulic motor pump
UH-60A/L/M Shipping container
Primary transfer module
UH-60A/L/M hydraulic servo valve
Shipping container
Questions?

PS 795

The unserviceable
equipment return rate for
H-60 series aircraft is low
and needs to be at least
95 percent for all items.

NSN

PN

1560-01-542-8455
1560-01-542-7904
1650-01-399-5104
8110-00-254-5722
5340-01-147-2150
1650-01-222-4316
1650-01-250-3767
8145-00-536-4925
1560-01-301-8212
1650-01-263-7870
8145-00-301-2987

70200-07801-102
70200-07801-101
52900-2
1311024-003
3197170-5
0204-0004
70200-07050-051
70410-02540-102

Return/
Scrap Rate
%
37.8
63.9
62.7
22
73.7
82.2
22
66.7
79.7
22

1560-01-088-1709 70209-07051-052

77.9

1650-01-224-6682
8145-00-522-6907 4730-20E

82.2
15

1650-01-162-5035 60900-11
8145-00-522-6907

89.1
15

Contact Heri Rodriguez at 256-313-4832, DSN 897-4832
or by email: heriberto.rodriguez2.civ@mail.mil
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Mr. Torque, I want you to
shadow my wife. I suspect
she’s cheating on me with a
geriatric jockey.
Sorry, pal. I only
work preventive
maintenance cases.

PS 795
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It was a peaceful spring evening
in the City of Angels. The traffic
noise over on Sunset had faded to
a whisper.

A gentle breeze was flowing
down the Hollywood Hills,
carrying the scent of
jasmine to the streets below.

From my office window I watched
the city lights flicker on.
Across the rooftops, through the
dusk, drifted the sad, sultry
notes of a tenor sax.

Where the
heck’s that
music coming
from?

Just then I heard my
office door open…

PS 795
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I turned to see an elegant
brunette standing in the
doorway. She was stylish
and well-groomed, sleek
and long-legged.

My name is
Simone de
Beauvoir
Simone.

That would
make you…
Simone2.

Mathematically,
that’s correct.
I represent the
American Society
for the Historic
Preservation of
Personal Equipment,
Clothing and Exquisite
Underthings.

The ASHPPECEU?
That’s a prestigious
institution. Do
you have some
identification, Miss?

I’ve got
a pair of
stiletto
heels
tattooed
on my left
shoulder
blade.

Good enough.
How may I help
you?

Last night someone stole Army
clothing and personal gear from
our private collection.

in the hands of the wrong
person, these items can be
mistreated over time to
the point of ruin.

Take, for example,
the laundering
of Army combat
uniforms. if not
washed properly,
uniforms fade. They
wear thin at the
elbows and knees.

How do these
outrages
occur?

The pockets, collar
and cuffs fray.
The stitching comes
so unraveled you’re
trailing six yards
of thread.
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Several ways:
The uniforms are
machine washed on
a setting other
than PERMANENT
PRESS.

Then the dryer is
set for HOT rather
than PERMANENT
PRESS. That’s
a formula for
shrinkage.

And before you
know it, chlorine
bleach gets
mysteriously added
to the wash water.

That fades the
clothing, weakens
the fabric and
shortens its life.

Sometimes the
problem is simply
failing to use cold
water and mild
laundry detergent
when washing
uniforms.

I see this
stoRY has
SHAKen yOu.

it’s just that
when I hear the
words ‘cold water
and mild laundry
detergent,’ I get
all misty-eyed.

The theft of
clothing and
personal gear is
only half the crime.

The thief also
stole a priceless
artifact.
Mr. Torque, have
you ever heard of
the Maltese Long
Johns?

No, but I bet
I’m about to.

The knights were a military order
founded during the Middle Ages.

it all
began with
the Knights
of Knee.

They ruled the isle
of Knee until the
year 1523, when the
Ottoman sultan and
his army drove them
out.

…The knights
were to send a
yearly tribute
from Malta.

Homeless, they
asked King Charles V
of Spain to grant
them the island of
Malta.

The king agreed…
under one condition…

Malted
milk
balls?

During the
Crusades, they
plundered jewels,
gold, silk and ivory.

Not quite.
The knights
were a
wealthy
order.

…but a silken pair
fashioned by the finest
craftsman!
So for the first
year’s tribute, they
sent King Charles a
pair of long johns.

encrusted with
precious jewels!

embroidered
with gold and
silver thread!

These weren’t
your average
men’s bloomers,
mind you…
and
studded
with pearls
and ivory.

Winters are cold
up in the Pyrenees.
The knights put the
Maltese Long Johns
on a galley bound
for Spain.

What’s their cold
cash value?

PS 795

Bejeweled long
johns for a long
shot at warming a
king’s heart, eh?

Precisely.

it never
arrived.

They’re one of a
kind, detective, and
thus priceless.
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The long johns
vanished, without
a trace. lost for
400 years. They
surfaced only
recently, when we
acquired them for
our collection.

so Why not go
to the police?

FEB 19

We can’t risk publicity. if
news of this theft leaked
out, it would shake the
regal undergarment world
to its foundations.

Just as well. The local police
won’t find ’em anyway. most of
‘em couldn’t find a cruller in a
donut shop…and the rest can’t
find the shop.

Jewelencrusted
long johns,
eh? You’d
think they’d
chafe.

Find the
Maltese Long
Johns, Mr.
Torque, and
we’ll pay you
handsomely.

In the end I took
the case. Maybe
it was because my
bank account was
screaming uncle.
Maybe I was just a
sucker for a plea
in a woman’s eyes.

Join us ne
month in PSxt
796
for the th
rill
conclusion ing
to
The maltese
lon
when we’ll g Johns,
try to
answer th
e age-old
burning qu
estion:
Do jewel-e
nc
long johns rusted
really
chafe?

Or maybe because
I’ve always
been partial
to bejeweled
underwear.
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M120/M120A1 Mortar…
soRrY,
BuDdy, Your
bArRel and
firing pin
lines don’t
line up.

they don’t
have to be
dead center,
just overlap.
I’m goOd
to Go.

Firing Pin
Alignment:
it Doesn’t
Have To Be
Exact

TM

s 9-1000-202-14, 9-1015-250-10, 9-1015-250-23&P, and 9-1015-256-13&P
for the M298 tube used on M120/A1 mortars say the barrel’s white line should
align with the white line for the firing pin on the breech (or base) cap.
That alignment
doesn’t have
to be perfect.
Several
cannons have
been deadlined
because the
alignment
between the
white lines
wasn’t dead
center.

As long as lines
overlap even slightly,
mortar is OK to fire

if the white lines have some overlap, the cannon is OK to fire as long as:

• there is no evidence of gas leaks, metal discoloration or excessive erosion
around the area where the barrel and breech cap meet.

• the breech cap is free of cracks, dents, bulges or other unusual wear.
• the firing pin is fully accessible for removal for misfire procedures while
the mortar (cannon, baseplate and bipod) is emplaced.

if the white lines are wearing off, they can be touched up.
The lines should be 0.39 inch wide. Of course, don’t make the lines wider to
correct a misalignment.
Mortar fire control system (MFCS) and mortar components will work fine
with the slight misalignment of the lines.
The TMs will be revised to clarify the alignment procedure.
For more information, see TACOM Maintenance Advisory Message MA18-035:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA18-035.html
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Small Arms…

Avoid CCMCK Dangers
I’b stiLl Got
a projectile in
bY BarRel FroM
Duh LAst timb
We TRAinEd wid
CcMcK.

Oh,
man!

I’b ToO
pluGged
Ub tO FiRE.
I’b gOnNa
neeb
cleaRiNg.

each year, weapons blow apart
because of stuck close combat
mission capability kit (CCMCK)
projectiles.

if I’d
only
DONe REAl

PMCs

oN You
BeFORe
we LefT
BASe!

So far no one has suffered serious
injury, but there have been several
minor injuries, not to mention the
damage to the weapons.

This often happens after Soldiers have done
urban training/house clearance exercises
using CCMCK rounds.

sleEve
They then march to a range to do regular firing.
But before they fire real rounds, they don’t do
the necessary PMCS to ensure the weapons’
barrels are clear of obstructions.
And that’s when the trouble starts.
The problem with CCMCK is the
rounds can leave an aluminum
sleeve stuck in the barrel.

PS 795
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if you don’t push out
the sleeve, the barrel
ends up plugged.
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So here’s
how to
prevent
that…
before

Clean and lube your weapon with CLP
like it says in the weapon’s -10 TM. Your
weapon should be as clean as possible
before firing CCMCK rounds.

after

Do the same cleaning and lubing
procedure, but pay special attention
to the barrel and bore, making sure
there are no obstructions.

Look for the end of
the cleaning rod in
the chamber.

When you think
you have the
obstructions
cleared out
of the barrel,
run your
cleaning rod
from muzzle
to chamber.

if you can’t see the
end of the rod, you
may have a stuck
projectile. if you
can’t push it out,
tell your armorer.

Check barrel by running cleaning rod from muzzle to chamber

Make sure the barrel
is clear before you
fire or turn in the
weapon to the
arms room.

armORers, don’t use a new M16/M4 barrel that has
fired fewer than 200 standard rounds for CCMCK.
Older barrels have smoother bores and are
less likely to have problems with a stuck
CCMCK projectile.

M249 barrels come from the manufacturer ready
for CCMCK firing, but you need to first fire 200
regular rounds before firing CCMCK. The M9 pistol
conversion kit, NSN 1005-20-003-2362, has a blue
barrel for firing CCMCK rounds.
For the complete word on CCMCK,
see TM 9-6920-3700-10.
it’s on the LOGSA ETM website:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home
Contact ARDEC’s Robert Weissman at
DSN 880-3056, (973) 724-3056 or email:
robert.j.weissman.civ@mail.mil
Questions?
or Edward Gilligan at

DSN 880-4992, (973) 724-4992, or email:
edward.gilligan2.civ@mail.mil
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Just remember
CCMCK training
rounds require
real PMCS!

Where To find

Tool Component Lists
You’re not going to get
Very far inventorying
your tOol kit without
the kiT’s compoNent list.
Here’s hoW to finD it.

While waiting for approval, take the CL/SKOTs Viewer training. Go to:
https://www.uperform.redstone.army.mil/gm/
Once there, follow these steps:
1. Click on 03 AESIP.

2. Click on MM (Material Master).

3. Click on CL/SKOT (Component List/Sets, Kits, Outfits, Tools).

Take the training for all of
Module 1 (Overview) and the
Hand Receipts Report portion
of Module 5 (Reports).
When
you
receive
approval, log in to AESIP
and click CL/SKOTs Viewer
tab and follow these steps:
1. In the Detailed Navigation panel, click the Reporting folder to expand the folder and
show its menu items.
2. Click the Hand Receipts Report with Illustrations link.
3. Click the Publication Date drop-down menu and select the most current date. The date
format is YEARMMDD.
4. Type the desired NIIN into the Search By NIIN block or click the drop-down to search for
NIIN.
5. Component List No. can be used, but isn’t necessary to run the report.
6. Click Run.
7. The CL can be scrolled through electronically, printed or exported as a file to your
computer.

To export the CL, click the export icon. The best file format is Microsoft Word
(97-2003)-Editable, which will display in the export pop-up menu.
To print, click on the printer icon. Printer Setup will pop up. Select the desired printer
and click Print.
If a current CL can’t be found in AESIP, a historical CL may be available. Email
the SKOT Team: usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-skot-group-actions@mail.mil
AESIP problems? Email: usarmy.redstone.asc.mbx.service-desk@mail.mil
GCSS-Army problems? Go to: https://s4if.lee.army.mil
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LoCk in
These
Fastener
Rules
well, I guess I’ve
got those bolts on
to stay!

no, YoU don’t.
YOu were s’posed
to put on lock
wAshers.

Those
Bolts are
going to
WORk lOose!

the last thing you want is a critical part of your helicopter, tank, truck or weapon
working itself loose while you’re riding in or firing it. The result could be fatal.
That’s why these fastener rules are critical:
If the TM calls for a lock washer, use a lock washer! Lock washers keep
bolts from working loose. If the TM says a lock washer is needed, it’s because
the equipment engineers believe that bolt needs all the help it can get to stay tight.
Remember, lock washers can’t be reused.
An impact wrench is no
substitute for a torque wrench.
take that impact wrench
back and get a torque
If the TM calls for a certain torque
wrench. if my bolts are
tOo tiGHt or ToO lOosE,
on a nut, you need to get out the
it CouLD be bAD News for
torque wrench and give it the
bOth oF uS!
torque called for. That’s the only
way you know for sure you’ve got
it right. An impact wrench leaves
you guessing. It could leave a
nut too loose and vulnerable to
working off. A nut too tight could
snap off.
If the TM says to lockwire a nut or
screw, lockwire it. But you’ve got to do it
Lockwire should pull screw clockwise
right. First, use the right lockwire (or locking
cable if that’s what the TM specifies). Often
the lockwire found around motor pools isn’t
strong enough. Use the wire called out in
the equipment’s -23&P TM’s expendable
supplies. If none is called out, use NSN
9505-00-293-4208.
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Follow the lockwire procedure in
the TM.
Route the wire in the correct
direction. The wire should pull the
screw or nut clockwise so it can’t
work loose.
Don’t leave slack in the wire. That
lets the screw or nut work loose. Pull
the wire as tight as possible.

Wire should
have no slack

SATS Inventory Made Easier
well, the day has
finalLY come. I have
to inventory every one
of YoUr toOls. This is
gonna take FOREVER!

There are
many, many
tools in the
Standard
Automotive
Tool Set.

yeah! That
means doing a
SATS inventory
can make
for a long,
frustrating day.

PS Can HelP
With thAt.
There’s a TOOl
GuIde for me
-- and it’s got
pictures!

hold, on!
there’s help:
a 91-page
pictorial guide
to every tool
and drawer in
SATS.
The guide
lists only
part numbers,
not NSNs, which
can generally
be found in
CL 4910-95-A81.

if you’d like a copy of the guide, email PS:

usarmy.redstone.asc.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

Avenger Missile System…
this time When You dO

PMCs, power Up my ECU/
PPU. if you don’T, yOu’ll Be
wEaring ouT mY BatTeRies!

ECU/PPU and You
Dear Editor,

Good point,
Sergeant
KuCzera!
Here are a
few other

The Avenger’s environmental
control unit/primary power unit
(ECU/PPU) should normally be the
crew’s primary source of power.

ECU/PPU

But too often crews use the
system batteries to do PMCS. That
wears out batteries and leaves the
ECU/PPU idle for too long. Then, of
course, the
ECU/PPU runs ragged or not at
all when it’s really needed.

points to
remember…

The solution is to use the
ECU/PPU during weekly PMCS.
That gives it a workout, while
saving the batteries.
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Check the oil. The ECU/PPU
engine often doesn’t have a heavy
enough load. The result is wetstacking
where oil is thrown on the exhaust
system. That means the oil level is
always dropping, which means you
always need to check the oil before
cranking up the ECU/PPU.
But measure as you fill it with oil. It
holds only 31/2 quarts. It’s too easy to
overfill, which leads to leaks. Pour in
1
/2 quart and then measure. Keep doing
that until oil reaches the FULL line.

Check oil before operations and measure
when adding

Keep an eye on the hour meter. The
ECU/PPU should go to support every
250 hours of operation for services like
replacing filters. If it doesn’t get those
services, it’ll soon have problems.

Check hour meter
to determine when
services are due

Pump to prime. If the ECU/PPU
won’t start in cold weather, prime it.
Keep pushing down on the primer until
it’s hard to move. The ECU/PPU should
fire right up.

Before turning on the ECU/
PPU, turn off the blower and set
the temperature selector to VENT.
Otherwise, it won’t start and you’ll
think something major is wrong.
Push primer until it’s difficult to move
thanks for
your suggestion,
sergeant!
readers, if
you have a
suGgestiOn or
question for PS,
email it to:

Before turning on ECU/PPU, turn off blower
and set temperature to VENT

PS 795
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{gASP...
CHOKE}

JSLIST
Hood and
JSGPM
Mask

I think we
need to
loosen your
hood!

Some Soldiers feel that the Joint
Service Lightweight Integrated Suit
Technology (JSLIST) hood fits
too tight around the neck when
wearing the Joint Services General
Purpose Mask (JSGPM).

Overlap of
1
/2 inch?
You’re
protected

As a result, the JSLIST ’s
TM 10-8415-220-10 is being revised to
include three courses of action:

1. Live with the discomfort. If the
tightness doesn’t bother you too
much, do nothing.

hook

loop

2. Lessen hood fastener overlap.

The inside flap has a green 1/2-in
fastener strip. If you can secure
the left side overlapping flap to it—
green on green—you’re good to go.
Secure the hook and loop fasteners
by angling them upward from the
zipper stop to the draw cords.

Fasten hook
and loop by
angling them
upward from
zipper stop

3. Obtain a larger JSLIST Type II

coat. This should be a last resort
and done only if you feel the hood
is still too tight around the neck.

U TRS 1/
NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER: 8415-00-000-0000
OVERGARMENT, TROUSERS, CHEMICAL PROTECTI
OUTER SHELL: 50% NYLON/ 50% COTTON
LINING: JSLIST APPROVED MATERIAL
SIZE: MEDIUM/REGULAR
CONTRACT NO: ABC1A1-13-D-X001/0001
DATE PACKAGED: 01/13
MANUFACTURE
MANUFACTURE DATE:
DATE: 11/12
11/12
INSPECTION DATE: MM/YY 2/
SURVEILLANCE MARKING NO: AB-000000-000 3/
If manufacture date label says JSLIST
is more than 15 years old, suit can
(1) Whenbemaximum
used onlyprotection
for trainingis required, wear t

JSLIST has
an age limit
of 15 years
from date of
manufacture.
After that,
it can be used
only for
training. Check
the suit’s
label for the
date.
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(2) Use the size prediction charts to determine the
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CAUTION: KEEP UNOPENED BAG INSIDE CLOSED S

Vehicular
Radios…

Slash Risk of
Power Surge!

You know this fact:
A power surge is
the enemy of your
vehicle’s radio.

One big blast of
electric current
can knock out your
commo for good.

The one exception
is SINcGARS.
On all SINCGARS
radios, set the
FUNCTiON switch
to STBY.

This step is all too
easy to forget if
you’re in a hurry!

That’s why you must
switch off the radio’s
power knob before
starting or stopping
your vehicle’s engine.

Order a caution decal,
NSN 7690-00-942-7067,
to remind you.

Put it next to the vehicle’s start switch.
The decal reads:

CAUTION

TURN OFF ALL
COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT BEFORE
STARTING OR STOPPING
ENGINE
One simple little reminder can save the Army
big bucks and save you a lot of headaches!
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Commo Shelters…

The inside Scoop

My insides stay cool and
dry through vvv kinds of
weather ‘cuz my guys
take care of me!

Extreme weather and
weather extremes can
punish your commo
shelter.
But it’s up to those
of you who work and
do maintenance inside
the shelter to make
sure those extremes
stay outside.
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That means your maintenance war
The ideal inside-shelter
is waged against heat, humidity
environment is cool and dry.
and condensation.

Ventilation
Closing the door to
your shelter makes it
nearly airtight.

But what
if it’s dry
where you
are?

Here
are a
few tips
to help you
win the
battle:

You’re stiLl
not home free.
All the water
you’re drinking
to stay
hydrated is
lost in sweat.
inside your
shelter, sweat
turns into
condensation.

if the outside temperature
changes, condensation forms
in the closed shelter.
Keep things dry
by opening
the door’s
vent cover.
Turn on the
ventilating
fan and open
the fan vent
covers.
That will
get fresh air
flowing
through
the shelter
and across
the gear
and help
keep your
commo dry.

When weather permits, open the
shelter’s door for an hour or so
each day to get rid of moist air.

Don’t forget those closed-up shelters in storage. They suffer most from
condensation. Check them often and let them breathe when necessary.
More
protection
from inside
moisture
includes
both vapor
corrosion
inhibitors
(VCIs) and
desiccant.

Placing foam pads
impregnated with VCI
throughout a shelter
allows the vapors to
chemically bond to metal
surfaces and provide
a one-molecule thick
barrier between the
metal and moisture.

in an S-250 shelter
in storage,
seven 10x10-inch foam
pads should provide
a year’s worth of
moisture protection.
in an S-280 shelter,
you’ll need 11 pads.

Desiccants add protection by absorbing moisture
and humidity. Use indicator cards along with
desiccants. These cards change color to show
the moisture level in the desiccant and let you
know when to change the desiccant.
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Mats Matter
if your shelter has rubber floor
mats, take a peek underneath. Moisture
has a way of collecting under them
and forming mold and mildew. if you
find moisture, pull up the mats and
hang them out to dry. Wipe the shelter
floor dry with a mop or rag.
peek underneath the mat

Dust and sand find their way under
shelter mats, too. Keep ’em out of
your shelter before they find their
way into cooling systems.
Don’t vigorously sweep your shelter!
That stirs up dust and sand.
Make it a rule for everyone to
shake the sand and dust off their
clothing and boots before they
enter the shelter.
shake
off
the
dust!

Overheating
Odds are good that
your commo shelter
operates in hot-weather
temperatures—120°F
or more. Compared to
where you’re sitting,
that may even sound
cool!

Remember these
three words to
combat overheating—
shade, shade, shade.

Shade your shelter
whenever and however
possible. Use anything
that’ll make shade.

Remember,
too, that
shade moves
as the sun
goes up and
down and as
you change the
position of
your shelter.

Radios run hot and
don’t need much outside
help to overheat.
You must keep your
shelter and the
equipment in it cool.

Get a canopy, NSN 4940-00-93 7-2553, for your S-280 shelter.
it comes with its own mount hardware.
There’s no canopy for the s-250
shelter, but you can get a tarp, NSN
2540-00-927-5530. it comes with a
tie rope, but no mounting hardware.

The equipment in your shelter and
the shelter itself have cooling
systems to aid in your fight
against overheating.

Be sure to rig the tarp so there’s
some space between the tarp and
the shelter to let air circulate.

Some cooling systems can
barely keep up under normal
hot-weather conditions.

When it’s really hot, you’ve
got to do your part to help!

Your part is keeping filters and fans, fins and
grills, screens and covers squeaky-clean.

To do this job right, you have
to check those critical clogging
areas repeatedly.

if you wait until the cooling
system is clogged up, you’ve
waited too long.

Make sure everyone on your shelter team knows their cooling-systems check
responsibilities. Problems pop up whenever someone on the team thinks their
checks are someone else’s job.

Keep Out Clutter
Odds are a lot of things have found
a home in your shelter that don’t
belong there. Some shelters have
the dirtiest, grimiest gear stacked
right next to—or worse, right on top
of—sensitive commo equipment.

Maybe too many folks see the center
of your shelter as unoccupied
territory to be conquered by their
camouflage netting, tents and tent
pegs, or personal gear. if that’s the
case with your shelter, it’s time to
put out the unwelcome mat.
Some of you commo types are guilty,
too, as you pitch or pack antennas,
cables and generator-related stuff
into your shelter!

Every shelter
should have a
load plan that
minimizes the
things that can be
carried inside.

With a plan in
hand, it’s easier
to deny requests
for transport
of unauthorized
equipment.

Even with a load plan, nothing
should come inside your shelter
that has not been cleaned
beforehand and nothing should be
tossed inside. Everything should be
cleaned and carefully placed.

Are there times
when speed may
be the most
important
consideration,
even overriding
cleanliness and
placement?

Yes. Life-and-death
situations are a
present reality.
But make sure the
urgency in packing
outweighs the
real possibility of
expensive damage
to your commo
equipment.

Clean Wins the Day
When it comes to
commo shelters, strive
for cleanliness.
Damaged or downed
equipment leads to a
failure to communicate.
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A dirty, cluttered shelter
leads to damaged and downed
communications equipment.
and On today’s
battlefield,
that’s deadly!
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Commo Shelters…

on the
outs
on pages 46-49, we talked about
the importance of keeping commo
shelters shipshape inside.

But user abuse or
neglect can do great
harm to the outside
of your commo
shelter, too.

here are A feW
tiPs to HeLp save
Your sHelTeR
From hArM…

PS 795
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Thin-Skinned
Punctures in the shelter’s skin
and split seams invite leaks. Look
for punctures and tears during
operator PMCS.
if you find any, have your unit
repairer patch them right away.

TB 43-0124, Maintenance and
Repair Procedures for Shelters
(Jun 88), tells you what unit-level
maintenance can repair, as well as
the tools and materials needed.
Also check out TM 10-5411-205-13
(Aug 05) for the S-250 shelter and
TM 10-5411-207-13&P for the s-280C
shelter (Apr 16). They’ll give you
additional tips.

Dry Receptacles
Cable receptacles, like
those used with 26-pair
cables, are easy prey for
moisture and corrosion.

When you’re not using the receptacles,
keep the covers on ’em. if a receptacle gets
wet, dry it immediately with a clean cloth.

The silicone
helps
preserve
the gasket,
which makes
for a tight,
waterproof
connection.

Corrosion on the
contacts?
Clean it off with
isopropyl alcohol,

NSN 6810-00-753-4993.
Apply a light coat of
silicone, NsN 685000-880-7616, on the
receptacle’s gasket.
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On Top of the Shelter
Your shelter’s roof!

What’s a
little thicker
than a dime,
but thinner
than a penny?

it’s made from 20-gage
aluminum, which not only
decreases the weight of the
shelter, but also reduces
the ability to use the roof as
a platform for storage or
transportation of equipment.

The #1 shelter damage
problem is caused
by piling stuff on top
of the roof.

Concertina wire, ground rods,
antenna elements, and even
tarps and tents can puncture
the shelter’s thin roof.
items with
protruding
nails and
sharp edges
can puncture
the roof’s
skin.

The only way
to protect
your shelter
is to protect
your shelter

top.

Never, ever,
put anything
on top of it!

To solve this problem, some
Soldiers place pallets or
plywood between the roof and
the equipment piled on top.

Heavier loads like
pallets cause the foam
bonding between the
outer roof and the inner
ceiling to separate and
destroy the supporting
spot-welds.

This doesn’t
work! it
only makes
it worse.

Once this happens, the aluminum
ribbing, plywood thermal barrier
and foam material filling the 2-in
space between the outer roof
and inner ceiling are exposed to
the elements. You’ve lost your
first line of shelter protection.

To reinforce
this practice,
get your
commander’s
authorization
to stencil
“THIS IS NOT A
LOAD-BEARING
SURFACE” on
top of your
shelters.
Now everyone
will get the
message.
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Containerized Kitchen…

Take Care When Winging It
There
ya are,
buddy.

Time to
inspect my wear
components!

Danger looms during containerized kitchen (CK) setup when raising or lowering either

side’s wing wall. Each wall is operated by a single manual winch assembly located
inside the CK wall. The winch action raises and lowers the wing wall using a wire rope.
The affected models include the CK with trailer, NSN 7360-01-473-3408 (PNs
47010001 or 25670002, LIN C27633).
The CK configuration includes an orange safety strap
that must be engaged before operators are under the CK
wing wall to operate the cam locks.
Make sure all safety
straps are in place…

…attached to each wing
when viewed from end
with personnel door, and
all damaged straps replaced
before unlocking cam locks
on side wings

The winch also has wear components, which must be inspected annually to ensure the
winch brake mechanism is functioning correctly. Badly worn winches will not brake and
may release unexpectedly.
Over time the wire rope can become damaged, frayed or flattened. Wire rope failure
may cause an inadvertent wall release, so it needs to be inspected annually.
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The safety strap is constructed of 1-in webbing, which is exposed to the elements and
may suffer deterioration over time. In the event the safety strap and winch or wire rope
fail, the wing wall may release while Soldiers are operating the cam locks.
Each wing wall weighs about 1, 500 pounds. A falling wing wall could strike someone,
injuring or even killing them. Already there have been reports of Soldiers struck by
falling wing walls, in one case resulting in a broken leg.
Operating the CK wing
walls with worn or
damaged primary winch
components, cable
assembly and safety
straps presents a
significant risk to anYonE
deploying the system.

operators aren’t
allowed to be
under the wing
wall during raising
and lowering
the wall without
the safety strap
engaged.

if the winch, safety strap and/or cable are
inoperable when cam locks are opened, the
wing wall can fall and injure someone.

Steps for Resolving Issues and Enhancing Safety
• CK winch assembly. Inspect both CK winch assemblies for component wear. Inspection
requires winch removal. Follow WP 0033 in TM 10-7360-226-23-1. Ensure all warnings
are observed and wear recommended protective gloves when handling wire rope.
Primary wear points include the winch pawl, brake pads and pinion gears, though
other components may be missing or damaged.
A winch repair kit, NSN 365001-666-4542, is now available
to replace worn components,
in conjunction with a supplied
work package.
Note that this is the interim
solution until the replacement
winch assembly is available
(estimated 3QFY19). Any CK is
NMC if either wing wall winch
Remove winch assembly following
assembly is unserviceable.
TM 10-7360-226-23-1, WP 0033

• Winch cable (wire rope). Fully inspect
the CK wire rope for both wing walls. The
winch must be removed prior to inspecting
the full length of wire rope. Replace any
wire rope that fails inspection criteria with
NSN 4010-01-486-3503. The CK is NMC until
unserviceable wire rope is replaced.

Replace any wire rope
that fails inspection

• Wing wall safety strap. Inspect both orange safety straps for damage due to abrasion
or environmental exposure. Do this inspection as a before- and after-PMCS check. Note
that the strap may appear faded from the original orange color. Replacement of faded
safety straps is recommended but not required. All hardware should be present and in
working order.
• Immediately replace broken or missing safety straps. Order single safety straps
with NSN 5340-01-486-1936. The CK is NMC if any safety strap is broken or missing.

Important Pointers
inspections must
occur before the
CK’s next use.

Use the procedures in TM 10-7360-226-231-2 to inspect hardware and apply repair
components. Ordering information is
found in TM 10-7360-226-23P.

• Dispose of all damaged hardware IAW local regulations.
1. Follow-up actions: Qualify replacement of new winch
assemblies for CK wing walls. Coordinate with DLA to
procure winch assemblies, safety straps and wire rope.
2. Field assistance: The project manager/Product Support
Integration Directorate will assist units as needed.
• Supply Status:
-- Parts required:
wire rope, NSN 4010-01-486-3503
safety strap, NSN 5340-01-486-1936
winch repair kit, NSN 3650-01-666-4542
• Disposition/availability:
Legacy CK winches, NSNs 3950-01-511-1191, 3950-01-486-3816
and 3950-01-515-2999, are obsolete and out of stock.
• Cost Impact:
wire rope, NSN 4010-01-486-3503 ($130 each);
safety strap, NSN 5340-01-486-1936 ($160 each);
winch repair kit, NSN 3650-01-666-4542 ($160 each)

For more info, see TACOM Safety of Use Message 18-008:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/message.
cfm?id=SOU18-008.html

Questions?

PS 795

Contact Wesley Shaw, DSN 256-4059,
(508) 233-4059, or email:

wesley.s.shaw.civ@mail.mil
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KEEP Corrosion AT BAY!
Some say I’m
a kind of a
dry guy…

to help prevent
corrosion, keep plenty
of desiccant on hand.
Get a drum of 300
desiccant bags with
NSN 6850-00-264-6571.
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…I kick
corrosion’s
hiney whenever
I’m nigh!

…but
they can’t
deny…

Tuck bags in
moisture-prone
spots to keep
equipment dry.

Put desiccant bags where they
won’t block vents, fall into
moving parts or otherwise mess
up your equipment.

Replace us as
needed or during
scheduled services.
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so we can
keep on kickin’!
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Laser Safety…

Pew, Pew, Pew!

I love these
old sci-fi serial
marathons.

what time is
DAX Torthon
on?

Video games, movies and
television shows make laser
battles seem like a real rush.
Once you hear
the ‘pew pew
pew,’ you know
that you’re about
to enjoy a great
action scene.

the eyes and
skin are at
the greatest
risk from real
world lasers.

But, real
lasers, while
helpful for
completing
the mission,
are downright
dangerous
if used the
wrong way.

Even lowpowered
lasers
can damage
your eyes.

Here are a few hard
facts to quash those
laser myths and keep
your eyes saFe.
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Myth:

fact:

Sunglasses
protect
against
lasers.

Sunglasses are not a form of
laser eye protection.
Lasers operate at specific
wavelengths and sunglasses
don’t block any of them,
opening you up to blindness
or injury.
if you need protection, it will
be issued to you in advance
and rated to block whichever
lasers you’ll be using during
the mission. Don’t try to make
your own.

Myth:

fact:

invisible
lasers
can’t hurt
you.

Yes they can.
infrared (IR)
lasers have
beams that
can’t be seen by
the naked eye
but can cause
massive burn
damage to your
eye in less than
a second.

Myth:

fact:
The laser’s
housing doesn’t
matter.

large lasers are
more dangerous
than small ones.

any laser
is dangerous
if used
improperly.

The Army Public Health Center has released a training video on
laser safety that walks you through several more laser myths and facts:

https://www.youtu.be/watch?v=HvbXlx-WH9g
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Cold Weather Safety…

Cold Weather Causes
Problems, Too
Most Soldiers
are aware of
injuries caused by
hot weather.

But did you know that Old
Man Winter can cause some
of the same problems as
hot weather…

…while bringing
a few unique
challenges,
too?

The injuries that most people associate with
cold weather are:

• Hypothermia:
A person’s core
temperature
drops below 95°F.
Hypothermia
can also happen
in temperatures
above freezing if a
person is wearing
wet clothes.

• Frostbite: Frostbite happens at
temperatures below 32°F, and
includes freezing fingers,
toes or exposed skin.
Contact with cold metal
and super-cooled
liquids can also
cause frostbite.
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• Chilblain: A non-freezing cold weather injury that can
occur after prolonged exposure to cold, wet conditions.
There aren’t any permanent effects associated with
chilblains, but the swelling and itching will make you
mighty uncomfortable.

These injuries and
others like carbon
monoxide poisoning
from improperly
vented heaters and
falling injuries
from slipping on
the ice are unique to
winter weather.

• Immersion Foot: This is also known as trench foot
and is caused by prolonged exposure of tissue
(usually on the feet) to cold, wet temperatures
between 32 and 60°F.

But you also
face the dangers
of dehydration
and sunburn.

So get smart on
cold-weather injuries
and prevention!

The Army Public Health Center produced a short, informative training
video on the symptoms and ways to prevent cold-weather injuries.
Find it here: https://youtu.be/MD6Fp1p_BCY
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Connie's Post Scripts
Find it in EIR Digest
EIR Digest covers all TACOM-managed equipment and serves as a handy reference for TACOM
publication changes, plus safety and maintenance messages. Access it on LOGSA’s ETM web site:
https//www.logsa.army.mil/etms
Select Pub Number in the Search Type block and search for TM 43-0001-62-%. Questions? Email:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-tech-pubs@mail.mil

get updated Battery TB

Ordering Parts Without NSN Revisited

TB 43-0134, Battery Disposition, Handling
and Disposal (May 18), has been updated,
replacing a May 2008 version. Download it
at the LOGSA ETM website:
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
etmapp/#/etm/home

AMCOM’s email address for ordering parts
without an NSN on Page 24 of PS 789 (Aug 18)
has changed. The new email address to send a
completed DD Form 1348-6 is:
usarmy.redstone.amcom.mbx.alc-part-numberrequistion-redstone@mail.mil

New UBC TM Available
TM 10-6130-523-10 (Feb 18) is the new operator manual for the universal battery charger (UBC),
NSN 6130-01-659-7090. Distribution is restricted, so you’ll need to log in with your CAC to
the Logistics Information Warehouse at: https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
Choose the “ETM/IETM” icon and search for the TM.

TB 43-180 Revised
The AMCOM headshed has revised TB 43-180, Calibration and Repair Requirements for the
Maintenance of Army Materiel (Nov 18). Grab your CAC and go to the LOGSA LIW website:
https://liw.logsa.army.mil

ATLAS 10K Forklift Wheel
Assembly NSN
Page 15 of PS 766 (Sep 16) listed the wrong NSN
for the ATLAS 10K forklift’s right side wheel
assembly. The correct NSN is 2530-01-446-1035.
Make a note until a new chart is published.

Fun Factoid For US Blokes
Did you know PS has a British army
counterpart? True story: KiT! Magazine was
inspired by PS, but has their own unique
comic style. Cheers to the KiT! staff, who
celebrated 25 years of publication last year.

valley forge
taught us never
to forget PMCS.

you’ve
got that
right,
George!

My Roughriders never
missed any
scheduled
PMCS.

Four score
and seven years
ago, PMCS made
a difference…
…and still does
today!

